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THERMOMETRY.-11. 

A LECTURE TO NURSES. 
By MISS HELEN TODD, 

Matron, The Nation21 ,!3anatodum,  Bournemouth. 

Before the invention of registering thermonleiers 
it was always necessary to  read the  patientb  tsm- 
perature whilst the instrument was h situ, other- 
wise the mercury would fall  in the tube to  the 
level of the temperature of the air before it could be 
recorded. The first clinical thernlonleters generally 
used were therefore somewhat large and clumsy, 
about 10 inches in length, the degrees engraved on 
the stem beginning about 5 inches from the bulb, 
for convenience in reading. The profession of 
nursing was then in  its infancy, and  the medical 
man himself always 'took and recorded the patients' 
tempe&tures. 

I n  these clumsy thermometers the  merc~~ry took 
nearly half-an-hour to rise and become stationary, 
ancl in order to save time it became  customary 
to  warm the thermometer by means of a 
match, holding it before a fire, or plunging it 
into hot water until  the colour in  the tube was 
some 3 or 4 degrees  above that .which the doctors 
estimated to  be  the temperature of the  patient ; he 
then quickly placed the instrument in  the axilla or 
other chosen site  and watched carefully until  the 
mercury was stationary. Generally speaking, it fell 
a little below the patieht's correct temperature and 
then slowly  rose again to the  right height. 

An hour was considered long enough in which to 
take  the temperatures in a ward of 20 beds and  this 
when almost each patient was provided with a 
thermometer at  the same time. The nurse gave 
each patient a thermometer some few minutes before 
the physician was  expected.  On his arrival he 
walked quickly round to see that each instrument 
was in.  its proper  position ; some 20 minutes later 
he sent 'a clerk or dresser to make a tour of the 
ward and  .write down each individual temperature 
without, however, disturbing the thermometers. 
Eive minutes or so later, the physician himself 
went pound and compared his readings with those 
of the dresser ; if any differed, the instrument was 
left undisturbed another $five minutes, and so on, 
until  the mercury remdned stationary. In private 
practice busy doctors found it impossible to  devote 
the time necessary to  take  their patiepts' tenlpera- 
tures except in very urgent cases, and as the obser- 
vations of the sick person's relatives mere by no 
means to be relied upon, the taking of temperatures 
did  not become a matter of medical routine until 
Messrs' Casella made, for a Dr. Aitlcen, the first 
portable registering  maximum  thermometers, by 
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